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Le Jardin, C’est Moi
The Reign of Versailles 

Words by Chloé Roubert
Photography by Nicolas Poillot

On the afternoon of October 5th, 1789, when a crowd of Parisians and  
local-peasants arrived at the gates of Versailles to demand bread,  

Marie-Antoinette was in her favourite part of the château estate: a thirty 
minute walk from her official apartments and far from the court’s oppressive 

etiquette and fixed rituals, she was relaxing in a small farming hamlet, 
 constructed on her orders six years earlier.
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Inspired by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the virtues  
of living in a more natural state, liberated from the pe-
riod’s repressive social contract, the Queen’s Hamlet 
was a rustic-looking complex of eight cottages around 
an artificial pond, surrounded by man-made hills 
and groomed meadowlands. Designed in stark con-
trast from the rest of the palace’s geometrical French 
gardens, its sinuous paths, functioning farm, vine-
yard and bucolic pastures were meant to encourage 
more liberated behaviours and impromptu encoun-
ters. There she banned the customary bowing in her 
presence, dressed like a shepherdess, and invited  
her closest friends to collect sheep’s milk in porcelain 
recipients and feed cows imported from Switzerland. 

This horticultural interpretation of Rousseau’s 
theory clashed with those of the starving revolution-
aries, whose understanding of the philosopher’s ideas 
were not quite in keeping with their Queen. At 6.30am 
the next morning Marie-Antoinette, accompanied  
by her husband, Louis XVI and their son, the Dauphin 
of France, was taken to Paris to be decapitated. After 

the French revolution the hamlet was semi-abandoned, 
until 2006 when it was restored to its eighteenth cen-
tury incarnation. Farm animals were reintroduced, the 
cottages’ exterior renovated and the flora pruned and 
replanted. If Rousseau was the inspiration for the orig-
inal design, the heritage industry of the early twenty-
first century was the motivation behind the latter. 

Today the new Hameau de la Reine is watched over 
by Alain Baraton and his team of gardeners. Baraton 
started working at Versailles in 1976 as an assistant 
gardener and now works as master gardener of one 
of the two areas that make up the Versailles Estate:  
he manages the Marly and Trianon gardens, which 
includes the Queen’s Hamlet. 

Baraton has a strong distaste for conspicuousness, 
speaks his mind and uses a seductive registry for most 
of his descriptions: “I prefer the gardens that, similarly 
to a woman’s winter attire, have elegance and mystery 
to them”, he says with utmost seriousness.

Puffing Malboros in his small Clio on a sunny  
autumn morning, he drove from his eighteenth century 

Petit Trianon: Periwinckle, ground ivy as well as ferns  
and rose bushes were plantd around the Belvedere and the Rock

home in the Trianon gardens (one of the job’s perks) 
to the Queen’s Hamlet. That morning birds chirped,  
gardeners placed leeks in straw baskets and a family 
of beavers were spotted swimming across the Queen’s 
pond. In this idyllic setting, and before the doors 
opened to the public, we sat on a small stone bridge 
that links the now defunct dovecote to the main cot-
tage, where we discussed Versailles’s gardens (and fed 
cigarette butts to the carps). 

Speaking of the inevitable paradoxes with any 
reconstitution, Baraton observed, “even if my team 
recreates the wild grasses and secretive paths, the 
original spirit of the place has gone forever.” To be 
clear Baraton is not referring to the loss of the garden’s 
exclusiveness, but rather what he sees as the Queen’s 
embrace of a mode of being in opposition to an  
autocratic social order. Every day (except Mondays) 
Baraton watches the Hamlet’s visitors. Doors open 
to predictable meanderings, repetitive camera clicks 
and customary selfies leaving the gardener wondering 
whether any have experienced the garden as a place  
of liberation. For Baraton this type of predictability 
belongs to the robotic behaviour that Louis XIV’s had 

intended to generate with his gardens, and that Marie-
Antoinette had hoped to discourage in her own. 

Indeed Marie-Antoinette was not the first French 
royal to have horticulture mitigate philosophical dis-
courses at Versailles: Louis XIV, her husband’s great 
great grandfather, later known as the Sun King,  
is the most recognised among them. During his rule 
from 1643 to 1715, he transformed his father’s small 
hunting domain 20 outside Paris into the symbol of 
his absolute monarchical power. 

Louis XIV’s first decision relative to Versailles – 
his choice of draftsmen – aptly illustrates his world 
view: in 1661 his superintendent of finances, Nicolas 
Fouquet, threw an insolently lavish garden party. 
The King sentenced him to lifetime imprisonment 
as punishment and acquired Fouquet’s talented team  
of artisans, including the father of the French garden, 
André Le Nôtre. From then on they worked tirelessly 
to glorify their King. Twenty years, 30,000 workers 
and many water reservoirs later, the wild forests and 
wetlands of Versailles were domesticated into stiff 

hornbeam hedges, geometrical boxwood parterres, 
symmetrical fountains and flowerbeds of white, blue, 
red and pink – the heads of lily and jonquil. 

Influenced by a need to make sense of the world 
through René Descartes’ celebration of mathematics, 
Le Nôtre’s gardens were organised around two main 
axes and one focal point: the King’s bedroom. The 
main garden’s rectilinear layout represented his power 
over nature’s wilderness and offered a panopticon-like 
visibility, embodying both his totalitarian regime and 
his complete control over thousands of nobles who 
made up his court. To consolidate his reign and de-
stroy regional power, the King invited French as well 
as foreign aristocrats to stay at Versailles. There they 
followed a mechanized routine around the king’s 
schedule, codified by royal promenades and meals, 
distracted by life-size recreations of sea battles. From 
his bedroom window the monarch was at the centre 
of a horticultural display honouring his sovereignty; 
at ground level his subjects were reminded of his om-
nipotent power, similar to the sun or to God. 

The Sun King’s death from gangrene in 1715 ended 
the despotic, most ostentatious years at Versailles. 
Louis XV, a notorious womaniser, was less interested 
in public performance and ritual engagements. He  
favoured the expansion of the more intimate Trianon 
estate rather than the upkeep of his great grandfa-
ther’s court and its 350,000 plantations. This neglect, 
however, was not from an aversion for horticulture, 
quite the contrary. Louis XV was an avid botanist, pas-
sionate about the natural sciences and a strict advo-
cate for that eighteenth century zeal for classification 
and collecting. He constructed the largest hot houses  
in Europe (later destroyed for Marie-Antoinette’s 
hamlet) and filled them with Guinean sugar canes, 
Australian baobabs, Brazilian cashews and many 
‘carnivorous plants’ (botanical taxonomy was still 
in its infancy at the time). Over 4,000 rare and ex-
otic species were acclimatised and cultivated in his 
hot houses, while outside the Trianon’s flowerbeds 
were all colour, with the orange and yellow of tulip 
and narcissus. Flowers remained in their pots, even 
when placed outside, and exotic trees were planted 
around small estates the King constructed for his  
favourite mistress – for instance, a Japanese Sophora 
(misleadingly from China) was planted for Madame  
du Barry in 1778. While Louis XIV controlled nature  
to manifest his power, Louis XV amassed exotic plants  
to impress his subjects (and mistresses).

The Versailles gardens of today are also charged 
with meaning. The storm of December 26th, 1999 

From his bedroom  
window the monarch was at the  
centre of a horticultural display 

honouring his sovereignty
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A bust of Vitellius recesed in the hedges at Versailles

brought 210 km/h winds uprooting 20,000 of its 
200,000 trees, including a cedar of Lebanon, planted 
in 1734 by Louis XV and two of his son’s tulip trees, 
brought from Virginia to commemorate the success 
of the American Revolution. Beyond the environ-
mental devastation, the events led to a new appre-
ciation for what was almost lost: money poured into 
the park from the USA and Japan, from individuals 
and multinationals. With this sum, the philosophy of 
eighteenth century aristocrats, and how they thought 
they could tame nature, was restored. While it could 
be seen simply as a generous act to save a piece of hor-
ticultural history, in the larger context of our time’s 
environmental problems, it could also hide something 
deeper. Indeed, some geologists describe our age as 
the beginning of the Anthropocene (an informal term 
that refers to the extent human activity has marked 
on the Earth’s ecosystems), so the appearance of re-
storing this organic stage could be a reassuring one; 

our desire to dominate nature and to mould it to our 
image is not new. 

Today seventy gardeners work with Baraton  
replanting those missing trees, resuming a level of 
maintenance that had been lost since the turn of the 
1900s. Three million tourists visit this world-funded 
reproduction annually to witness how man has 
progressively learned to dominate nature in order  
to fulfil our reigning ideology, whether that be  
an absolute monarchy or free market thirst for en-
ergy resources. 

In October 2003, Dior promised eight million 
euros to renovate the Hamlet’s cottage interiors. For 
Alain Baraton, this is both flattering and an insult to 
the essence of Marie-Antoinette’s gardens. For me this 
new manifestation is the all powerful – conglomerates  
accelerate production, consumption and environ-
mental change and we continue to maintain the myth 
that we are more powerful than nature.

The Queen’s Hamlet with its own garden,  
planted with Savoy cabbage, cauliflower and artichoke  

fenced in hornbeam and chestnut trees
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